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HOW TO CONTACT US
School Office 
Room 208, Steele Building
Tel: +61 7 3365 2371
Fax: +61 7 3365 1277 
Email: student.admin@earth.uq.edu.au

For more information, please come and see the friendly staff 
in the School of Earth Sciences Office. 

We always welcome your feedback and are willing to help 
where we can, so please don’t be backwards in coming 
forwards!

HOW TO FIND OUT MORE
For further information please visit: 
www.earth.uq.edu.au/students/current/fieldtrips



Be Prepared
Geological fieldwork involves being 
prepared for what you may find in the field. 
There is a level of risk, which can be 
reduced by being prepared, plus ensuring 
you have the right tools to do the work 
properly.

This Get Ready Guide is for students undertaking field work 
as part of their studies in the School of Earth Sciences at UQ. 
This guide will inform them of the equipment, safety, and 
costs of undertaking field work.  

A GEOLOGISTS TOOLKIT
A geologists toolkit is essential to ensure the most of your 
time in the field is a success. A basic toolkit consists, but is 
not limited to, the following items.

 q Rock hammer

 q Safety sunglasses

 q Compass

 q Mapping pens

 q Colouring pencils

 q Protractor

 q Waterproof geological notebook

 q Magnetic pen

 q Hand lens

 q Sample bags

 q Camera (iphone is suitable)

 q Rock marker pen

Protect yourself
It’s important to be prepared to protect yourself from the 
elements. Working outdoors involves risks that can be 
avoided if you protect yourself. Rough terrain, insect bites 
including leeches and ticks, changes in weather, and getting 
lost can occur very quickly and could affect your results and 
wellbeing if you are not adequately prepared.

Use this checklist to make sure you are as prepared as 
possible.

CHECKLIST
 q Wide brimmed hat or cap with neck protection

 q Good sunglasses

 q Backpack with waist strap

 q Minimum of 3L of water

 q Long pants

 q Long sleeve shirt

 q Hiking boots

 q Extra pair of socks

 q Raincoat

 q Jumper

 q Sunscreen

 q Insect repellent

Out of Pocket Expenses
The School of Earth Sciences subsidises what it can and 
seeks industry sponsorship where possible, however, the 
reality is that most field trips will be associated with an 
additional fieldtrip fee and a few out of pocket expenses. 

Field trip fees are calculated to cover the base cost of the trip. 
The fee examples below should be used as a guide only and 
the actual costs will depend on the services and number of 
students on the trip for the given year. 

INDICITIVE COSTS

Course Fieldtrip fees Extra costs

Scarborough (ERTH1000) $12-$20 $30

Dinmore (ERTH2002) $12-$20 $30

Bogangar (ERTH2003) $45-$55 $30

Shorncliffe (ERTH2004) $12-$20 $30

Springbrook (ERTH2006) $50-$100 $30

Rockhampton ERTH2050 $350 $150

Kilkivan or Crystal 
Mountain (ERTH3001, 
ERTH2020)

$160-$200 $100

Mt Isa (ERTH3050) $550 $600-$800

Nambucca Heads 
(ERTH3060)

$250 $200

Bowen Surat Basin 
(ERTH3103)

$500 $200

Moreton Bay (ERTH3110) $50 $30

 Moreton Basin Coal Mine 
(ERTH3203)

$40 $30

Heron Island (ERTH3212) $700 $200

Note: Extra costs can include anything from refreshments 
to flights to Mt Isa. Costs can fluct uate up to 20%. Some of 
the locations listed may change.


